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LES HOUCHES

“After ascent in good conditions, Martin Walker, Chris Cunningham
and I were on our way down Mt Blanc when mist set in and we 
caught up with a crowd of tourists who did not know which way to 
go to avoid dangerous crevaces because newly fallen snow had 
hidden the track. Their professional guide was far behind, taking
care of weaker straggling tourists. The weak anthropic principle 
warns that it is not enough to know what is in the world. One also 
needs to know where one is in it. In those pre-GPS days we had very 
good topographic maps but in bad visibility we lacked means of 
knowing our location. But fortunately I had taken the precaution of 
bringing an old fashioned barometric altimeter, which could situate 
us on a contour in our map.”

Train trip to Cracow



arXiv:0710.3543

“The main ideas of what I later called the ‘anthropic principle’ were 
developed in a substantial DAMTP preprint entitled "The Significance 
of Numerical Coincidences in Nature" locally circulated in 1967 in 
stencilled form and belatedly placed on the arXiv forty years later. Its 
first public presentation, entitled "Large Numbers in Astrophysics and 
Cosmology" was at a Princeton meeting organised in1970 by Wheeler, 
with participants including Dicke, Wigner, the DeWitts, Hawking and 
myself, and Dyson who put forth similar ideas a few years later.”

Brandon introduces                 Principle 
at IAU meeting in Cracow in 1973

AnthropicA….........

Part 2?





Cambridge 2001
Anthropic Arguments in Fundamental 
Physics and Cosmology

Stanford 2003
Universe or Multiverse?

Cambridge 2005
Expectations of a Final Theory

Bjorken, Bostrom, Carr, Collins,  Davies, Dimopulos, Thomas, Hawking, Weinberg, Wilczek

TEMPLETON PROJECT

In 2000 ‘Cosmology & Fine-Tuning’ programme awarded
grant to BC, Robert Crittenden, Martin Rees & Neil Turok
‘Fundamental physics and the problem of our existence’

B. Carter, Micro-anthropic principle for quantum theory



CAMBRIDGE 2001



“The previous gathering [2001] had a defensive air. It 
prominently featured a number of physicists who subsisted 
on the fringes, voices in the wilderness who had for many 
years promoted strange arguments about conspiracies among
fundamental constants and alternative universes. Their
concerns and approaches seemed totally alien to the 
consensus vanguard of theoretical physics, which was busy 
successfully constructing a unique and mathematically 
perfect Universe. Now [2005] the vanguard has marched off 
to join the prophets in the wilderness.”

CHANGE IN ATTITUDE TO FINE-TUNING

Steven Weinberg

“We usually mark advances in the history of science by 
what we learn about nature, but at certain critical moments 
the most important thing is what we discover about science 
itself. These discoveries lead to changes in how we score 
our work, in what we consider to be an acceptable theory.”

Frank Wilczek



John Barrow 

1986 2020



ANTHROPOCENTRIC VIEW

Humans are “central” to the Universe

MECHANISTIC VIEW

Universe exists independent of our awareness of it. 
Humans are irrelevant

ANTHROPIC VIEW

Some features of the Universe are “explained”
by requirement that observers should arise

Self-Selection Principle Cognition Principle Complexity Principle



DIFFERENT TYPES OF TUNING

Physics => natural coincidences between scales of structure



Simple physics shows scales 
of most objects depend on

a = e2/hc = 1/137
aG = Gmp

2/hc =5 x10-39

to an order of magnitude

!4

!"2



Mass and length scale of many objects depend on G and e

a = e2/(hc) = 1/137

mp = proton mass

ao = atom size

Size of human ~ geometric mean of Planck and Universe Number of stars in Universe   a a

Number of galaxies in Universe ~ a-6

Number of stars in Galaxy ~ a4 aG
-1/2

Mass of human ~ geometric mean of atom and planet

* B.Carter “Objective and subjective time in anthropic reasoning” (arXiv:0708.2367)

*



DIFFERENT TYPES OF TUNING

Physics => ‘natural’ coincidences between scales of structure

Selection effects for when and where observers exist 
=> Weak Anthropic Principle



Selection effect for observers => Weak Anthropic Principle

WHY IS UNIVERSE AS BIG AS IT IS?

Mechanistic View

Time since big bang is  to ~ 1010 y
Þsize of observable universe is ct0 ~1010 ly

Anthropic View          Bob Dicke

Life requires heavy elements made in stars
=> no life before lifetime of star tS ~ 1010 y
No stars left for t >> 1010y
=> life exists when t ~1010y => size ~1010 ly

No particular reason for this!

This explains coincidence to~ aG
-1tp~1010y  and N ~ aG

-2 ~ 1080

cf. Dirac model with G ~ t-1



DIFFERENT TYPES OF TUNING

Physics => ‘natural’ coincidences between scales of structure

Selection effect for when and where observers exist 
=> Weak Anthropic Principle

Fine-tunings between some physical constants needed for 
observers but not predicted => Strong Anthropic Principle

SAP becomes WAP in multiverse proposal (Carter)



Which constants are fundamental and how many are independent?

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS



DIMENSIONLESS COUPLING CONSTANTS

Strong force aS ~ 10

Electric force ae ~ 10-2

Weak force aW ~ 10-10

Gravitational force aG ~ 10-40

Will the Final Theory of Everything explain these values?

FINE-TUNINGS  OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS



Stars have mass ~ aG
-3/2 mp

Division between stars with convective 
and radiative envelopes at ~ aG

-2 a10mp

=> aG ~ a20

This relationship is required for life but unexplained by physics

PLANETS AND STARS

Constrains e to 3% (Page 2007)

Renormalization group argument =>  a-1 ~ ln aG
-1 => a ~ 10-2, aG ~ 10-40

=> number stars in galaxy ~ numbers of galaxies in Universe!



aG
-1/2

aG
-3/2

aG
-3/4

aG
-1

1

Scales in terms of Planck length

Why is a so small? 

Number of stars in Universe ~ aG
-1/2 => aG < (prob of life)2 <<< 1



This relationships is required for life but unexplained by physics

Supernovae explosions => aG ~ aw
4

This also generates interesting amount of primordial helium production       

(25% rather than100% or 0%). 

SUPERNOVAE AND BIG BANG NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

and explains why baryonic and WIMP densities are comparable

(Carr & Turner 1987)



TRIPLE-ALPHA COINCIDENCE

Beryllium would decay too soon but for finely-tuned resonance

(Hoyle 1953)

Life requires carbon made in stars through 3a reaction

(Livio et al 1989, Oberhummer et al. 2000, Ekstrom et al. 2009)

Strong interaction tuned to 0.1% 



aS increased by 2% => all protons go into diprotons at BBNS
=> no H-burning stars => no time for life

aS increased by 10% => all protons into nuclei of unlimited size
=> no interesting chemistry

aS decreased by 5% => deuterons unbound => only hydrogen
=> no interesting chemistry

m − m ∼ 2m

CONSTRAINTS FROM CHEMISTRY

Other constraints involve masses

But QCD strength and quark mass 
are more fundamental (Hogan)



DIFFERENT TYPES OF TUNING

Physics => ‘natural’ coincidences between scales of structure

Selection effect for when and where observers exist 
=> Weak Anthropic Principle

Fine-tunings between physical constants needed for observers
but not predicted by physics => Strong Anthropic Principle

Fine-tunings of cosmological parameters for observers



Just Six Numbers (Martin Rees)

1. N = electrical force/gravitational force ~1038

2. E = strength of nuclear binding = 0.007

3. W = matter density in universe in critical units = 0.3

4. L = cosmological constant in critical units = 0.7

5. Q = seeds for cosmic structures = 1/100,000

6. D = number of spatial dimensions = 3

SEE LATER SLIDES TO BE SHOWN BY MARTIN?



DIFFERENT TYPES OF TUNING

Physics => ‘natural’ coincidences between scales of structure

Selection effect for when and where observers exist 
=> Weak Anthropic Principle. 

Fine-tunings between coupling constants needed for observers
but not predicted by physics => Strong Anthropic Principle

Fine-tunings of cosmological parameters for observers

Non-anthropic fine-tunings



HIGGS MASS

MH = 125 GeV  => Universe just stable

1028 ev10-4 ev

Geometric mean of dark energy mass and Planck mass



Tegmark

“Anthropos” = Man



Development of 
complexity during 
big bang requires 
many fine-tunings

PYRAMID OF COMPLEXITY

Precise selection criterion may not be crucial because pyramid 
may inevitably culminate in mind once it starts to ariseThis might be contrasted with the view of the antagonist Heinz Pagels (1985):

The influence of the anthropic principle on contemporary cosmological models has been
sterile. It has explained nothing and it has even had a negative influence. I would opt for
rejecting the anthropic principle as needless clutter in the conceptual repertoire of science.

An intermediate stance is taken by Brandon Carter (1974):

The anthropic principle is a middle ground between the primitive anthropocentrism of the
pre-Copernican age and the equally unjustifiable antithesis that no place or time in
the Universe can be privileged in any way.

As we will see, the rising popularity of the multiverse picture has recently
encouraged a drift towards Carter’s view. However, the A word is still taboo in
some quarters.

As far as is known, the relationships discussed above are not predicted by any
unified theory and, even if they were, it would be remarkable that the theory should
yield exactly the coincidences required for life. Cosmologists have therefore turned
to more natural interpretations of the anthropic coincidences and these are
illustrated in Fig. 6. The first possibility – clearly relevant to the science-religion
debate – is that they reflect the existence of a ‘Creator’ who tailor-made the
Universe for our benefit. Such an interpretation is logically possible, but most
physicists are uncomfortable with it. Another possibility, proposed by Wheeler
(1977), is that the Universe does not properly exist until consciousness has arisen.
This is based on the notion that the Universe is described by a quantum mechanical
wave function and that consciousness is required to collapse this wave function.
Once the Universe has evolved consciousness, one might think of it as reflecting
back on its Big Bang origin, thereby forming a closed circuit which brings the world
into existence. Even if consciousness really does collapse the wave function (which
is far from certain), this explanation is also somewhat metaphysical. The third

spirit

mind

consciousness

???

organisms

cells

bicmolecules

simple molecules

atoms

nucleons

quarks

????????

TIME

Fig. 5 Pyramid of
complexity, showing build-up
of increasingly complex
structures with time from Big
Bang, culminating in the
emergence of possibly non-
physical qualities

B. Carr



I do not feel like an alien in this Universe. The more I examine 
the Universe and examine the details of its architecture, the more 
evidence I find that the Universe in some sense must have known 
we were coming.     (Freeman Dyson 1979)

The influence of the anthropic principle on contemporary 
cosmological models has been sterile. It has explained 
nothing and it has even had a negative influence. I would opt 
for rejecting the anthropic principle as needless clutter in the 
conceptual repertoire of science.  (Heinz Pagels 1972)

The anthropic principle is a middle ground between the 
primitive anthropocentrism of the pre-Copernican age and the 
equally unjustifiable antithesis that no place or time in the 
Universe can be privileged in any way.  (Brandon Carter 1974)

PRO

ANTI

MIDDLE WAY



EXPLANATIONS OF FINE-TUNINGS

Physicists dislike this

God created universe? Consciousness creates Universe?

Depends on particular 

Selection effect in multiverse?

Some physicists like this 

Theology Philosophy

de Chardin Omega Point versus Bainbridge Omicron point!

Physics?



Eternal inflation

Many universes in space and time



Cyclic Universe

Many universes in time



Conformal Cyclic Model

Successive stupendously long aeons (Penrose) 



Branes

Many universes in 5th dimension

Collision between branes => big bang



Bousso and Polchinski

10500 vacuum states

Cosmol’ constant 120 orders of magnitude larger than expected

Galaxies cannot form unless WL< 0.6 (Weinberg 1987)

10-56cm-2 V 1066cm-2



“Many worlds” interpretation of quantum mechanics



QUANTUM COSMOLOGY



QUANTUM 
THEORY

RELATIVITY
THEORY

Will marriage of quantum and relativity theory elucidate tunings?

FINAL 
THEORY



OBJECTIONS TO ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE
• Just a coincidence (how many? how fine?)

• Tunings are mainly post hoc
Triple-a and L were predictions

• Too anthropocentric (carbon-based?)
Fine tunings relate to complexity rather than life

• Final theory may predict constants uniqely and hence tunings
But it would remain coincidence that these values allows life
• Too philosophical or theological
Need some explanation, metacosmology evolves to cosmology

• Anthropic arguments don’t explain exact values
Multiverse accommodates this

Universe need not be optimally biophilic

Victor Stenger ”The Fallacy of Fine-Tuning: Why Universe is not Designed 
for Life”. Luke Barnes “The Fine-Tuning of the Universe for Intelligent Life”



Cosmology Meta-
cosmology

c

The cosmology/metacosmology boundary

is fuzzy and evolving

George Efstathiou “Such ideas may sound wacky now, just like the 
Big Bang theory did three generations ago. But then we got evidence 
and it changed the whole way we think about the universe”



Phil. Tran. R. Soc.Lond. A 310, 347-363 (1983)

Another striking coincidence: time for life on Earth tL ~ age of Earth to

tL << to  => life frequent   X
tL ~ to  => very unlikely

tL >> to  => life very rare but must arise somewhere in infinite universe

We could be unique in Galaxy or even observable universe!

Universe need not be optimally biophilic



“What really interests me is whether God
had any choice in the creation of the world”

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRANDON!


